RUBBER
DUMMIES
3D Silhouette Targets

Rubber Dummies create a safe and effective training aid for a wide variety
of demonstrations and exercises. The Dummies unique rubber composition
allows for point blank range shooting providing a more accurate, dynamic,
reliable and safer training environment for fire house and other high
compression training scenarios.
With the ability to endure thousands rounds and be rapidly reset the
Dummies allows the instructor to dedicate more concentration on
the drill rather than the range and target conditions. The instant visual
feedback provides the shooter with true to life representation of shot
placement from head-on to extreme angles. The ability to engage a true
to life 3 dimensional target solidifies the real world application of tactics
learned in training.
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RUBBER DUMMIES
Unique 3D
Silhouette
Targets

Our Dummies
“Self Heal” after
each shot.
Rubber Dummies are life size 3D torso targets. They are made exclusively
in the USA from 100% recycled rubber. Our unique material composition
allows the projectiles to pass through with minimal deformation and
degradation to the Dummy. Our Dummies “Self Heal” after each shot.
They have an outer “skin” that reacts to each impact giving the shooter a
realistic visual sense as to where the target has been struck. The “skin” of
the target is easily and quickly re-applied, thereby making it almost new
again.They are extremely durable and can be used over and over again.
Our Dummies are able to take 1000’s of hits from just about any calibre.
Anything from 17HMR to 50BMG, bird shot to slugs, .22’s to 50 S&W.
Unlike steel targets our Dummies allow the projectiles to pass through
them. This allows them to be shot at from point blank range making the
Dummies ideal for indoor ranges, close-up self defence training and “fire”
house tactical facilities. Every hit can be easily and instantly seen regardless
of how far away the shooter is.

FAQ’s
Q: How many rounds will it take before it’s no longer usable?
A: This will depend on the calibres used and the concentration of shots. After
testing several Dummies with various calibres and shooters the average usage is
4000-5000 rounds.
Q: What calibres can we shoot at it?
A: The Dummies can be shot with everything from .17HMR to 50 BMG. The calibre
is not as important as the type of projectile. We recommend that you do not use
hollow point or wadcutter types of projectile. Open hollow points will have a
“cookie cutter” effect and can actually cut a hole through the Dummy that won’t
close. Shotguns with Buckshot or Birdshot at a distance of at least 30 feet are
okay but it’s going to depend on the shells you use and your choke. Be careful as
the wads tend to bounce back from the Dummie. Slugs are going to do the most
damage, especially if they are flat faced or graze the edge of the Dummy.
Q: How much does it weigh?
A: The Dummies weigh approximately 13.5 kg and the stand 9kg when assembled.
Q: What is the stand made from?
A: The bracket that the Dummy sits on is 3/8” AR-500 plate. This ensures the stand
wont be destroyed if its hit. The pole is manufactured in ¾” pipe making it easily
replaceable from any hardware store. The base is 1/8” steel plate and has 4 x ½”
holes in the corners, allowing you to stake it down if required.
Q: How do the Kill Shot Packets attach to the Dummies?
A: Each pack of Kill Shot Packets come with enough thumb tacks to tack in every
packet. Just tack them onto the back of the Dummy wherever you want.

